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FRATER PERDURABO, to whom this revelation was made with so many signs and wonders, was himself

S

unconvinced. He struggled against it for years. Not until the completion of His own initiation at the end of 1909 did
He understand how perfectly He was bound to carry out this work. (Indeed, it was not until his word became
conterminous with Himself and His Universe that all alien ideas lost their meaning for him). Again and again He
turned away from it, took it up for a few days or hours, then laid it aside. He even attempted to destroy its value, to
nullify the result. Again and again the unsleeping might of the Watchers drove Him back to the work; and it was at
the very moment when He thought Himself to have escaped that He found Himself fixed for ever with no possibility
of again turning aside for the fraction of a second from the path.
The history of this must one day be told by a more vivid voice. Properly considered, it is a history of
continuous miracle.
THE EQUINOX OF THE GODS, 1936 E.V.
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CHAPTER 24 s Sun’s Track
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I have already given an account of the motto and magical name of Perdurabo.4890 It is now proper
to reveal that this motto in a special way originated with the Master the Lion, and that it has been
ever since with ANKH-AF-NA-KHONSU; ΤΟ ΜΕΓΑ ΘΗΡΙΟΝ, and now with me, PERDURABO
ST. I shall comment thereupon by saying that the Master the Lion discovered the Law of Will
while running in the Sun’s Track! Ankh-af-na-khonsu also ran in the Sun’s Track in his days
preparing for the time of the Equinox of the Gods and the Seat of Hoor – the giving of the Law of
θελημα. Perdurabo started running in the Sun’s Track when the Equinox of the Gods was
announced in 1904 E.V., and he delivered the Law, its Word & Book, to the whole planet! Perdurabo
came forth at Dawn running on his way towards the End, preparing himself for the Great Sunset
found within the words ST! And thus came also one day the running one known as PERDURABO
ST, ‘I will endure unto the end – hist!’. The “ST” added to PERDURABO demands silence! Its
meaning in Latin is hist! or hush!, and it is referring to a certain work which shall be accomplished
in silence! Let me call to mind the explanation of the name “PERDURABO” as given by Perdurabo
in Liber CCCXXXIII where he after naming the “Dinosaurs” that preceded him says:
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But the Seventh men called PERDURABO; for enduring unto The End, at The End was Naught to
endure. Amen.4891
A note explains the last as: “O, the last letter of Perdurabo, is Naught.”4892
The eleven letters of PERDURABO ST are also the initials of eleven words:
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P(ower) E(ver) R(unning) – D(eath) U(nfolding) R(einvigoration) A(lways) B(eing) O(men):
S(un’s) T(rack).
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However, they are only the shadow of its true meaning. But other words comment on it. In
Hebrew, for instance, we find the word רץ, rats, meaning ‘runner’. This word recalls the path of
The Sun ( )רtogether with the path which not is The Star ()ץ. The ‘running’ is hidden in the word
רצון, ratson, meaning ‘will’ or ‘desire’, and as seen so does its last letter belong to the path of Death!
Now there is only to say that Edward Alexander Crowley made a most fortunate and
prophetic choice taking for a motto “PERDURABO”, which brought him back on the Sun’s Track
that contains the CRE of every mystery pertaining to man! Upon this glorious path which also is
a path of the utmost darkness, is found the hiding of hidings & the sun of midnight who is ever the
son!

4890

See note1271 above.
[Aleister Crowley] Liber CCCXXXIII. The Book of Lies. Which is Also Falsely Called BREAKS, The Wanderings or
Falsifications of the One Thought of Frater Perdurabo Which Thought is Itself Untrue. London, UK: Wieland and
Co., 1913, p. 15. (ΚΕΦΑΛΗ Ζ, THE DINOSAURS, p. 15.) • Aleister Crowley. Liber CCCXXXIII. The Book of Lies. Which
is Also Falsely Called BREAKS, The Wanderings or Falsifications of the One Thought of Frater Perdurabo (Aleister
Crowley) Which Thought is Itself Untrue. A Reprint with an additional commentary to each chapter. [Editors: Karl J.
Germer and Gerald Yorke.] Ilfracombe, Devon, UK: The Haydn Press, 1962, p. 24. (7, ΚΕΦΑΛΗ Ζ, THE DINOSAURS,
p. 24.)
4892
Ibid., p. 25. (NOTES, (8))
4891
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In truth, the dead man Ankh-af-na-khonsu, came forth by day and did his will all upon
the round Earth among the living!
The word of the Law is θελημα.
Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.



The Prophet of the Lovely Star running in the Sun’s Track.
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